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ABSTRACT: Constructing stable co-continuous morphology of commercial
immiscible polymer blends remains an ongoing challenge in terms of complex
presynthetic routes, multiple parameter dependency, and intrinsic instability of
phase morphology. Herein, we demonstrate a full biodegradable polymer blend,
poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and poly(butylene adipate-co-terephthalate), where
hitherto inaccessible co-continuous with asymmetric compositions (70/30) can
be obtained with the assistance of interfacial stereocomplex crystallites (i-SCs)
through reactive blending. By taking full advantages of this unprecedented
compatibilizer, nanostructured co-continuous blends with synergistically enhanced
comprehensive performance are achieved. First, due to the “rigid” i-SC, co-continuous morphology is induced through a simple melt
blending procedure; second, considerable augmentation of the crystallization rate of the PLA matrix is accomplished on account of
the in situ formed nucleation agent (i.e., i-SC); third, a super toughened material with simultaneously enhanced tensile strength,
ductility, and impact strength can be acquired, resulting from the i-SC-induced co-continuous morphology; and fourth, i-SC can
function as a “rigid” supporting layer between phases even above 200 °C, resulting in significantly enhanced morphology stability in
melt. The versatile, facile, and practical strategy offers an industrially relevant technique to fabricate super-robust and fully biobased
polymer materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

The poly(lactic acid) (PLA)/poly(butylene adipate-co-tereph-
thalate) (PBAT) blend, a fully biodegradable polymer blend,
has drawn tremendous attention with the increasingly
prominent concerns involving petroleum crisis and environ-
mental challenges.1,2 Due to the combined advantages such as
high modulus and strength (PLLA),3−5 excellent flexibility
(PBAT),6−8 desirable processability,9 and competitive price,10

the PLA/PBAT blend is considered as one of the most
appealing candidates among the territory of emerging biobased
polymer blends. Nevertheless, unfavorable immiscibility of the
PLA/PBAT blend has become one of the major drawbacks,
seriously restricting its development and application.11,12

Considerable attempts have been devoted to the enhancement
of compatibility between the two phases in recent
decades.13−15 Especially, reactive compatibilization is widely
favored by the researchers, including the addition of reactive
compatibilizers [e.g., multifunctional active epoxy oligomer
(ADR),16−18 epoxy-functional styrene acrylic (ESA),19 EMA-
GMA,20 2,2-(1,3-phenylene) bis (2-oxazoline) (BOZ),21 and
phthalic anhydride (PA)],21 catalysts [e.g., tetrabutyl titanate
(TBT)],22 and initiators [e.g., dicumyl peroxide (DCP)].23 For
instance, Wu and Zhang20 have launched a monumental work

on preparing a super-toughened PLA/PBAT blend through
reactive blending, in which the impact strength and elongation
at break reached 61.9 kJ/m2 and 278%, respectively. Ren et
al.19 developed a PLA/PBAT (85/15) blend with simulta-
neously enhanced impact strength (30 kJ/m2), tensile strength
(46 MPa), and elongation at break (150%) by using ESA as an
efficient reactive compatibilizer.
Despite the rapid progress of the PLA/PBAT blend in

achieving desirable high-performance materials, several issues
are yet to be resolved. (a) Previous studies on the PLA/PBAT
blend are difficult to achieve co-continuous phase morphology
at the asymmetric composition ratio. As reported massively,
the co-continuous structure demonstrates superior capacity in
integrating characteristics impossible to achieve from tradi-
tional “sea-island” polymer blends.24−29 It is particularly
desirable to make PLA/PBAT blends with a finely dispersed
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co-continuous morphology, especially in a nanometer scale, for
the synergetic enhancement of overall performance. (b) In the
current investigations, significant improvement in mechanical
properties is usually accompanied with the sacrificing of
crystallization in PLA, resulting from the limited mobility of
PLA chains after the in situ grafting reaction through reactive
blending.30,31 This is undesirable in several cases, especially at
which the efficient injection molding procedure is required. It
remains a challenge to fabricate super-tough PLA/PBAT
blends with a simultaneous acceleration of matrix crystal-
lization via the conventional processing technology. (c) Few
investigations have examined the morphology stability of PLA/
PBAT blends. The inherent thermal instability of immiscible
polymer blends leads to the coarsening and aggregation of
phase morphology upon annealing, thereby impairing
comprehensive performance after the reprocessing proce-
dure.32,33 It seems increasingly urgent to improve the
morphology stability of polymer blends in melt from the
perspective of industrial application. Taking the aforemen-
tioned issues into account, a stable co-continuous morphology
with simultaneously enhanced crystallization and mechanical
properties is envisaged to make PLA/PBAT blend materials
more competitive with the commercial petroleum-derived
plastics.
Our group has very recently established a facile strategy for

fabricating co-continuous PLA/poly(vinylidene fluoride)
(PVDF) blends, in which the elongated interface was arrested
and immobilized by the interfacial stereocomplex crystallite (i-
SC) through reactive compatibilization.34 It offers a direct
guideline for the design of co-continuous morphology over a
wide composition range (weight ratio ranging from 70/30 to
30/70). Meanwhile, i-SC confers another two kinds of
functionality to the polymer blends: (a) i-SC can survive
between molten phases due to the higher melting temperature
of stereocomplex crystals (above 220 °C), dramatically
enhancing the morphology stability of blends in the molten
state and (b) i-SC can take the function as a heterogeneous
nucleation site for facilitating the crystallization of the PLA
matrix.
In this work, we attempt to fabricate a stable co-continuous

PLA/PBAT (70/30) blend (termed as the DSB-blend later)
through reactive blending by taking full advantages of the three
functions of i-SC. As shown in Scheme 1a, a small amount of

reactive SG-g-PDLA [poly(styrene-co-glycidyl methacrylate)-
graf t-(D-lactide)] was used to compatibilize PLLA/PBAT (70/
30) blends. The simultaneous stereocomplexation of PLLA
and PDLA grafts and the grafting reaction of PBAT (Scheme
1b1) lead to both the compatibilization and thereby co-
continuous morphology (Scheme 1b2). Such stable co-
continuous blends with SC crystals exclusively located at the
interface exhibit both excellent mechanical properties and the
increased crystallization rate of PLLA. In comparison, the
classic reactive compatibilization sample (coded as the LSB-
blend) using SG-g-PLLA [poly(styrene-co-glycidyl methacry-
late)-graf t-(L-lactide)] as the compatibilizer was adopted for
full comparison (Scheme 1c). The systematic evaluation on
crystallization behavior and mechanical performance was
carried out in order to verify the superiority of the DSB-
blend over conventional biobased blend materials. This work
should provide further insights and practical techniques to
ameliorate the morphology and property of i-SC-induced co-
continuous PLA-based blend materials.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. PLLA (Mw = 1.0 × 105 g/mol, Mw/Mn = 1.3) was

obtained from Nature Works, USA. PDLA (Mw = 1.3 × 105 g/mol,
Mw/Mn = 1.6) was supplied by Zhejiang Hisun Biomaterial Co. Ltd.,
China. PBAT (Mw = 2.0 × 104 g/mol, Mw/Mn = 1.1). SG
(poly(styrene)-co-(glycidylmethacrylate), containing 45% epoxy
groups per 100 g of SG, was kindly provided by Eco New Material
Co. Ltd in China. All materials used are commercially available.

2.2. Sample Preparation. Prior to reactive melt blending, PLLA,
PBAT, and PDLA pellets were vacuum-dried at 80 °C, and SG
powder was vacuum-dried at 60 °C for at least 12 h to remove any
moisture and avoid the hydrolytic degradation of PLAs. Both the
compatibilizer and PLA/PBAT (70/30) blends were prepared by melt
blending in a Haake internal mixer (Germany). Preparation
procedures are shown in Scheme 3 and the details were as follows.

2.2.1. Preparation of the Reactive Compatibilizer. PDLA or
PLLA and SG were mixed at 190 °C with a rotation speed of 50 rpm
until the torque did not increase to fabricate the reactive
compatibilizer (SG-g-PDLA or SG-g-PLLA). The weight ratio of
SG/PDLA or SG/PLLA was fixed at 2/1 to ensure the remaining
reactivity of compatibilizers after melt compounding. Note that the
molar equivalent of epoxy groups in SG was much higher than that of
terminal carboxyl groups in PDLA or PLLA on this ratio. Detailed
molecular formula is shown in Scheme S1.

Scheme 1. Schematic Diagram Illustrating (a) Reactive Compatibilization of PLA/PBAT (70/30, w/w) Blends with the
Addition of Various Reactive Compatibilizers; (b) SG-g-PDLA to Form the “Co-Continuous” DSB-Blend with a Nanometer
Scale; and (c) SG-g-PLLA to Form the “Sea-Island” LSB-Blend with a Nanometer Scale
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2.2.2. Preparation of PLA/PBAT (70/30) Blends. PLLA and PBAT,
with or without compatibilizers, were mixed at 190 °C with a rotation
speed of 50 rpm for 10 min. The weight ratio of PLA/PBAT was fixed
at 70/30. It should be noted that PBAT is preferentially grafted onto
SG to form SC-g-PDLA/(PLLA) owing to the higher reactivity of
PBAT than that of PLLA. This has been confirmed in our previous
study,35,36 and the detailed evidence (torque vs time curves) is shown
in Figure S1. Possible mechanisms of the in situ reaction for DSB-
blend and LSB-blend samples are shown in Scheme 3a,b, respectively.
Standard specimens of the blends for micromorphology observation,
thermodynamic analysis, and tensile measurements were fabricated by
compression molding into 500 μm thick sheets at 200 °C. The spline
for impact tests was prepared with a microinjection molding machine
(Haake Minijet Pro) at a barrel temperature of 200 °C and a mold
temperature of 80 °C.

2.3. Measurements and Characterizations. 2.3.1. Fourier-
Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy. Fourier-transformed infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectra were recorded using a Bruker,
VERTEX 70v with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and an accumulation of
64 scans.

2.3.2. Wide-Angle X-Ray Diffraction. The crystal structure was
characterized using a Bruker D8 advance X-ray diffractometer
equipped with a Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 0.1542 nm). The
wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns were collected in the
diffraction angle (2θ) range of 5−50° at a scanning rate of 2 °/min
with a step interval of 0.02°.

2.3.3. Atomic Force Microscopy. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
images were recorded using a Seiko SPA-300 instrument in the
tapping mode. A silicon tip with a spring constant of 1.4 N m−1

purchased from SEIKO was used. The samples used for AFM studies
need to be ultramicrosectioned to obtain a flat surface.

2.3.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy. Phase morphology was
observed by scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Hitachi S-4800)
operating at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The specimens used for
the morphology observation were fabricated through cryofracturing in
liquid nitrogen. Both the fractured and impact-fractured surfaces were
sputter-coated with a thin layer of gold before SEM imaging.

2.3.5. Transmission Electron Microscopy. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (Hitachi HT-7700) was used to observe the
phase morphology of the PLLA/PBAT blends at 100 kV. The
specimens were ultramicrotomed to an ultrathin section (∼90 nm) at
−120 °C and then stained with ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) for 4 h at
room temperature. Thus, the PBAT domains could be selectively
stained and turned gray in TEM observations.

2.3.6. Differential Scanning Calorimetry. The crystallization and
melting behavior of the blends were characterized by differential

Scheme 2. Schematic View of the (a) Nanostructured Co-
Continuous PLA/PBAT (70/30) Blend, (b) Enlarged
Interfacial Region, and (c) Stereocomplexation of PDLA
Grafts and PLLA Chains at the PLA-PBAT Interface

Scheme 3. Possible Reaction Mechanism of PLA/PBAT (70/30, w/w) Blends during Melt Compounding: (a) DSB-Blend and
(b) LSB-Blend
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scanning calorimetry (DSC) Q200 of TA Instrument in a nitrogen
atmosphere. Detailed procedures of nonisothermal crystallization are
shown as follows: all samples (about 5 mg sealed in an aluminum
pan) were first melted at 190 °C for 5 min to erase any thermal
history and then cooled down to 10 °C at a cooling rate of 3 °C/min.
After cold crystallization, samples were reheated to 250 °C at 10 °C/
min to examine the melting behavior.
2.3.7. Mechanical Test. Tensile properties of the samples were

carried out by using an Instron universal material testing system
(model 5966) at room temperature, and the tensile speed was 10
mm/min. The specimens were punched out of the dimensions of 18.0
× 3.0 × 0.50 mm (length, width, and thickness) to obtain the
prepared splines for the impact test with a microinjection molding
machine (Haake Minijet Pro) at a barrel temperature of 200 °C and a
mold temperature of 80 °C. The dimensions of the specimens for
notched Izod impact testing are 80.0 × 10.0 × 4.0 mm. Charpy
impact tests were performed according to the GB/T 16420-1996
standard on an impact testing machine (SS-3700) with a pendulum
energy of 4 J.
2.3.8. Dynamic Rheological Analysis. Dynamic rheological

properties were analyzed on a physical rheometer (MCR301, Anton
Paar Instrument) with a parallel configuration (gap 1 mm and
diameter 25 mm). The analysis was performed at 200 and 250 °C
under the protection of a dry N2 atmosphere. The frequency sweep
was carried out in the range of 500 to 0.01 rad/s with a fixed
amplitude of 1% after ensuring a linear viscoelastic (LVE) region.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Formation of i-SC during Reactive Blending. As

illustrated in Scheme 3a, dual-grafted copolymers (SG-g-
PDLA-g-PBAT) were formed during blending, inducing the
formation of i-SC through stereocomplexation between PDLA
grafts and PLLA chains. The chemical structure of SG-g-
PDLA-g-PBAT was first evaluated by FT-IR measurements in

order to verify the occurrence of the grafting reaction during
melt compounding. Figure 1a−c displays the full and enlarged
FT-IR spectrum of PBAT, PDLA, SG, and the in situ formed
SG-g-PDLA-g-PBAT. Note that both free PBAT and PLA
chains were completely removed previously through soxhlet
extraction. As shown, the characteristic peak at 908 cm−1 in
SG, assigned to the epoxy group, disappeared after dual
grafting (Figure 1b). Besides, the superstition of the character-
istic peaks was observed from Figure 1b,c, in which the peaks
around 720−750 and 1720−1750 cm−1 were associated with
an out-of-plane bending vibration of C−H and a stretching
vibration of carbonyl groups, respectively. This means that
both PBAT and PDLA are grafted onto the main chains of the
SG polymer during blending. The binary grafting of both
PBAT and PDLA can be further confirmed by 1H NMR
measurements, as shown in Figure S2.
Second, the WAXD measurement was performed in order to

verify the existence of stereocomplex (SC) crystals. WAXD
patterns of PLLA, PBAT, and PLLA/PBAT (70/30) blends
with different compatibilizers were recorded and plotted for
comparison. As illustrated in Figure 1d, the pristine blend
(curve iii) exhibited not only a diffraction of α-from HC-PLAs
at 16.9° [assigned to the (200)/(110) crystal plane,
respectively] but also a weak characteristic diffraction of
PBAT crystallites at 17.4°. The two characteristic peaks turned
too small to be observed in the case of the LSB-blend (curve
iv), indicating that the crystallizations of both PLA and PBAT
were suppressed. This was consistent with previous studies
where the crystallization of polymer components was
inevitably constrained due to the in situ grafting reaction
during reactive blending.30,31 The diffraction peaks of DSB-

Figure 1. (a−c) FT-IR spectrum of PBAT, PDLA, SG, and the in situ formed SG-g-PDLA-g-PBAT and (b) WAXD patterns of the PLLA, PBAT,
pristine blend, LSB-blend, and DSB-blend.
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blends turned quite different. As shown, three visible
characteristic peaks at around 12.0°, 20.9°, and 24.0°, which
were ascribed to the (110), (300)/(030), and (220) planes of
SC-PLAs, were observed (curve v). This is a direct evidence of
the formation of the SC crystal during the blending process.
Meanwhile, two distinct diffraction peaks, corresponding to the
α-crystal of HC-PLAs, were also observed. It can be inferred
that SC can function as a nucleation agent to accelerate the
crystallization of the PLA matrix (details will be discussed
later).
Third, the location and distribution of SC crystals in DSB-

blend were further analyzed by means of AFM measurements.
As shown in Figure 2a, a brighter interfacial layer was observed
between the PLLA phase (dark yellow) and PBAT phase (dark
brown). It was well-acknowledged that the component with a
higher modulus appears brighter in the AFM phase diagram.37

This result provided a direct proof of existence of the “rigid” i-
SC layer, which was exclusively located at the interface of
continuous soft PBAT and hard PLLA phases. The
corresponding line-cut profile at the interface was obtained
and is shown in Figure 2b for the quantitative comparison of
the modulus among phases. Obviously, the interfacial layer
demonstrated the highest modulus among phases, and the
thickness of the “rigid” i-SC layer can be calculated
(approximately 11 nm). It is convincingly demonstrated that
the i-SC layer exclusively formed at the interface has been
successfully obtained through reactive blending.
3.2. Characterization of the Stable Co-Continuous

PLA/PBAT (30/70) Blends by i-SC. 3.2.1. Blend Morphol-
ogy. Phase morphologies of pristine and compatibilized blends
are shown in Figure 3. The pristine blend exhibited a typical
“sea-island” morphology where spherical PBAT domains were
dispersed in the PLLA matrix (Figure 3a1). As evidenced by
the large domain size (ranging from 3 to 6 μm) and poor
interfacial region, it was implied that PBAT and PLLA were
thermodynamically immiscible. With regard to the LSB-blend,
the domain size was significantly decreased and the interface
adhesion between PLLA and PBAT was remarkably enhanced
(Figure 3b1). This phenomenon was directly related to the
compatibilization effect of SG-g-PLLA-g-PBAT through
reactive blending. The detailed mechanism has been clarified
in our previous work.38−41 Very interestingly, the morphology
of the DSB-blend changed from the sea-island structure to a
co-continuous microstructure (Figure 3c1). Note that the

major PLA phase in the DSB-blend was fully etched by
acetonitrile, inferring that the continuity of the minor PBAT
phase was close to 100%. Moreover, the co-continuous
structure was very fine with a phase size of about 100−200
nm. To our best knowledge, it is the first prototype in
fabricating fully co-continuous PLA/PBAT (70/30) blends
with a nanometer scale through one-pot reactive blending.
Representative TEM micrographs are presented for a better

overview. As shown in Figure 3, the white phase in TEM
images corresponds to the PLA phase and the black one to
PBAT since PLLA cannot be stained by RuO4. Compared with
the pristine blend (Figure 3a2,a3) and LSB-blend (Figure
3b2,b3), the PBAT-dispersed phase in the DSB-blend was
obviously elongated and the interface turned very flat (as
marked with a red line) (Figure 3c2,c3). This was consistent
with our previous work; the elongated PBAT phase was
directly ascribed to the thin i-SC layer with a relatively higher
storage modulus between the two molten phases. Therefore,
the initial fibrous PBAT domains from being broken into

Figure 2. AFM image for the observation of the phase morphology and interface of DSB-blend: (a) phase diagram and (b) the corresponding line-
cut profile obtained from (a).

Figure 3. SEM and TEM micrographs of the PLLA/PBAT (70/30)
blends with and without compatibilizers: (a1−a3) pristine blend,
(b1−b3) LSB-blend, and (c1−c3) DSB-blend.
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droplets can be effectively prevented against shearing force
field.
3.2.2. Crystallization Behaviors. DSC experiments were

performed to further estimate the existence and nucleating
effect of i-SC on polymer blends. As expected, the melting peak
of the SC crystal (221.5 °C) was only observed in DSB-blends
(Figure 4a, curve III). Notably, there was a strong cold
crystallization peak at 110 °C in the LSB-blend (curve II),
while the cold crystallization peak in the DSB-blend (curve III)
disappeared. It can be inferred that i-SC in the DSB-blend can
promote the crystallization of the PLA matrix.
The cooling curves of the three blends were plotted and are

shown in Figure 4b for a better comparison on the
crystallization behavior. The crystallization rate of the pristine
blend (curve i) was slow with a broad crystallization peak from
90 to 130 °C, while the crystallization rate of the LSB-blend
(curve ii) was even slower due to the limited mobility of chains
after the grafting reaction between SG with PLLA. Meanwhile,
the crystallization rate of the DSB-blend (curve iii) suddenly
turned fast with an obvious crystallization peak at 115.8 °C,
which was ascribed to the nucleation effect of SC crystallites.
The related thermal parameters are listed and shown in Table
1.

Notably, the enhanced crystallization rate by i-SC is very
important for the PLA blends because the melt processing
(such as injection molding or extrusion) needs a fast-molding
time in industrial fields. This is seldom achieved by the simple
blending without additional nucleation agents.

3.2.3. Mechanical Properties. Figure 5a demonstrates the
representative stress−strain curves of the three blends (details
are shown in Figure S3). Clearly, the pristine blend (curve I)
showed a high Young’s modulus (865.9 MPa) but very low
values of elongation at break (18.7%) and tensile strength at
break (17.1 MPa). Meanwhile, the elongation at break values
of the LSB-blend (338%) and DSB-blend (350%) were
significantly increased because of the remarkably enhanced
compatibility between PBAT and PLLA and the strengthened
interface (Figure 3b,c). This is beneficial to the sufficient stress
transfer between PLA and PBAT phases against stretching
fields and thus results in a substantial enhancement of tensile
ductility.35,36 Very intriguingly, the formation of i-SC was
found to give rise to an unexpected promotion of Young’s
modulus and tensile strength (both at break and yielding)
(curve III). To be specific, Young’s modulus and tensile
strength at break of the DSB-blends were improved from 843.4
and 32.8 to 879.8 and 44.5 MPa, respectively, as compared

Figure 4. DSC thermograms of the PLLA/PBAT (70/30) blends with and without compatibilizers: PLLA/PBAT, LSB-blends, and DSB-blends.
(a) Second heating curves (10 °C/min) and (b) cooling (3 °C/min) curves.

Table 1. Thermal Parameters of the Pristine Blend, LSB-Blend, and DSB-Blend from DSC Curves

sample Tc (°C) Tm, HC (°C) Tm, SC (°C) ΔHm, HC (J/g) ΔHm, SC (J/g) ΔHc (J/g)

pristine blend 99.9, 115.0 168.0 25.7 20.8
LSB-blend 160.6, 166.1 16.0 11.1
DSB-blend 115.8 163.6 221.5 16.6 2.4 16.0

Figure 5. (a) Stress−strain curves and (b) notch impact strength of the PLLA/PBAT (70/30) blends with and without compatibilizers: (I) (i)
PLLA/PBAT, (II) (ii) LSB-blend, and (III) (iii) DSB-blend.
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with the LSB-blend. Detailed mechanical parameters are
summarized in Table S1.
Impact tests were performed for further investigations.

Figure 5b displays the notched impact strength of the three
blends. Obviously, both the PLLA/PBAT (70/30) and LSB-
blends showed inferior toughness. For example, the notched
impact strength of LSB-blends was 8.4 kJ/m2, which is slightly
higher than that of the pristine blend (6.9 kJ/m2).
Impressively, the DSB-blend displayed a superior notched
impact toughness of as high as 53.1 kJ/m2, which was above
the critical value of “super-tough” PLA blends.42,43 The image
of macroscopic spline fractures and SEM images of fractured
surfaces for the LSB-blend and DSB-blend are inserted in
Figure 5b (details are shown in Figures S4 and S5). For the
LSB-blend, the fracture surface was smooth, reflecting typical
brittle characteristics. The fracture surface of the DSB-blend
became rough and obvious plastic deformation can be
observed, which was consistent with the certain improvement
of impact strength. Obviously, more effective energy
dissipation can be realized for the DSB-blend, as compared
with the pristine blend and LSB-blend. Further comparison of
mechanical properties of the DSB-blend with SC located in the
matrix and at the interface was carried out and is shown in
Figure S6. It is clear that the mechanical properties of the
blends with the SC at the interface are better than those of the
blends with the SC in the matrix.
To our knowledge, such a considerable enhancement of

overall mechanical performance is hardly accomplished by a
simple melt blending procedure in PLA/PBAT blends. We
believe that the synergistically improved tensile strength,
modulus, ductility, and toughness can be ascribed to the
combination of the co-continuous morphology and i-SC layer.
On the one hand, the nanostructured co-continuous
morphology endows the DSB-blend with superior capacity in
integrating characteristics [e.g., the excellent flexibility of the
PBAT phase and high modulus and strength (PLLA)], which
is impossible to achieve from traditional “sea-island” LSB-
blends; on the other hand, i-SC confers three kinds of
functionality to the blend: (a) stronger interactions between
PLA and PBAT phases were achieved due to hydrobonding
interactions of PDLA grafts and PLLA chains. Therefore,
applied stress can be transmitted more efficiently through the i-
SC layer; (b) the “rigid” i-SC across phases (confirmed in
Figure 2) offered the blend with higher rigidity, facilitating the
enhancement of polymeric modulus; and (c) i-SC can act as a
nucleating agent to accelerate the crystallinity of the PLA
matrix, as indicated in Figure 4. This is also conducive to the
further improvement of the modulus and tensile strength of the
DSB-blend.
3.2.4. Morphology Stability in Melt. Co-continuous blends,

especially nanostructured ones, are usually not stable in the
morphology in melt due to the phase coalescence and the
break-up.32,33 The i-SC-compatibilized PLA/PBAT blends
showed a unique co-continuous structure in the nanometer
scale. It is therefore interesting to investigate the stability of the
morphology in melt. TEM measurements under different
annealing conditions were performed to verify the melt
stability of the DSB-blend. As expected, the morphology of
the LSB-blend was not so stable and PBAT domains tended to
coalesce when the annealing temperature was higher than the
melting temperature of polymer phases, as shown in Figure
6a1−a3. The morphology of the DSB-blend exhibited superior
thermal stability, and the co-continuous microstructure with

nanoscale phase dimensions can be maintained even after
repeated cycles at 200 °C for 60 min, as shown in Figure 6b2.
It can be inferred that the “rigid” i-SC thin layer between
molten phases hindered the relaxation of deformed phases. On
the other hand, PBAT phases had a tendency of coarsening
and rounding if annealed at 250 °C (above the melting point
of the i-SC). Meanwhile, the co-continuous structure can still
be maintained mainly due to the strong interaction between
PDLA chains of the compatibilizer and PLLA chains of the
matrix, as shown in Figure 6b3.
Rheological analysis can provide valuable information for

better understanding of the morphology stability in melt.
Figure 7 shows the linear viscoelasticity of the blends measured
using SAOS measurements. The LVE region was previously
determined through amplitude scanning tests. The complex
modulus versus angular frequency of the three blends is plotted
in Figure 7a (tested at 200 °C) and Figure 7b (tested at 250
°C). As shown in Figure 7a, both storage modulus G(ω)′ and
loss modulus G(ω)″ values of the DSB-blend were much higher
than that of the LSB-blend in the full frequency range. This
discrepancy was much more obvious at a low frequency area.
The enhanced elasticity of the DSB-blend can be ascribed to
the formation of continuous PBAT domains as well as SC
crystals at the PLA-PBAT interface. Identical rheological tests
at 250 °C (higher than the melting point of the SC crystals)
were carried out, and the results are plotted in Figure 7b, to
further investigate the contribution of i-SC. As expected, the
difference of the complex modulus narrowed as if the SC
crystals were fully melted.
Weighted relaxation of the two blends was calculated and is

demonstrated in Figure 7c. Obviously, the intensity of the
interfacial relaxation time at 10.2 s of the DSB-blend was
higher than that of the LSB-blend when tested at 200 °C. It
can be inferred from these results that the DSB-blend
demonstrated superior morphology stability even above the
melting temperature of polymer components, as compared
with the corresponding LSB-blend.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. “Rigid” Interface-Induced Stable Co-Continuous

Polymer Blend. It is interesting to achieve such a stable co-

Figure 6. TEM images of compatibilized PLLA/PBAT (70/30)
blends: (a) LSB-blend and (b) DSB-blend: (a1,b1) original blend
morphology, (a2,b2) after annealing at 200 °C for 60 min, and
(a3,b3) annealing at 250 °C for 60 min.
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continuous PLA/PBAT blend with simultaneous enhanced
mechanical properties and crystallization rates through one-pot
melt blending. As shown, the three-dimensional interpene-
trated structure of polymer blends (under asymmetric
compositions: 70/30) (Scheme 2a) with a flat interface
(Scheme 2b) is realized directly by feat of the “rigid” i-SC
layer (Scheme 2c). The synergistic improvements of perform-
ance are originated from three functions of i-SC: (I) inducing
agent for morphological transition: mechanical properties can
be significantly improved due to the nanostructured co-
continuous morphology where the flexible PBAT component
has been transferred into the continuous phase; (II) nucleation
agent for PLLA chains: i-SC along the interface can act as a
nucleation agent for the acceleration of the PLA matrix; and
(III) fixing agent for morphological stability: the melt stability
(at 200 °C) can be acquired simultaneously due to the
immobilization effect of the “rigid” interfacial layer.
4.2. Superiority of the DSB-Blend over Super-

Toughened PLA/Biobased (70/30) Polymer Blends.
The superiority of the DSB-blend with desirable mechanical
properties and accelerated crystallization of the PLA matrix is
particularly highlighted in Figure 8. A performance triangle was
constructed for better comparison over the other fully
degradable polymer blends based on the literature studies. It
should be noted that a few parameter values were temporarily
set as zero since these were not recorded from the literature.
Detailed values are listed in Table S2. Compared with the
other PLA/biobased (70/30) blends, the DSB-blend demon-
strated excellent comprehensive performance. While the PLA/
PBSA/SiO2 and PLA/PBAT/TBT (70/30/0.5) blend ex-
hibited outstanding tensile strength, their impact strength was
much lower than that of the DSB-blend. Meanwhile, Tc values
remained the highest among that of the others. Synergetic
improvements on ductility, strength, and crystallization rates
were altogether realized in the stable co-continuous blends.
The results indicated the superiority of the DSB-blend among
the emerging sustainable engineering plastics.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, a feasible and robust strategy has been developed
to prepare a stable co-continuous PLA/PBAT (70/30) blend

with the nanometer scale. During reactive blending, i-SC was
in situ formed due to the grafting reaction and hydrobonding
interactions between PDLA grafts and PLLA chains. The
exceptional crystal, which was exclusively anchored at the PLA-
PBAT interface, exerted three types of functions. First, co-
continuous morphology can be arrested by i-SC in the initial
mixing stage; second, i-SC can act as a nucleating agent to
accelerate the crystallization of the PLA matrix; and third, i-SC
turned into a “rigid” protective layer between molten phases to
prevent coarsening of phases. The combination of nano-
structured co-continuous morphology and i-SC endows the full
biodegradable blend with a synergistically enhanced mechan-
ical performance, crystallization rate, and melt stability of the
PLA/PBAT (70/30) blend, which is inaccessibly obtained
from conventional “sea-island” blends. To our best knowledge,
it is the first prototype in fabricating such stable co-continuous
PLA/PBAT (70/30) blends with a nanometer scale through a

Figure 7. Linear rheological properties of the PLLA/PBAT(70/30) blends compatibilized with LSB and DSB using SAOS: (a) complex moduli
values tested at 200 °C and (b) complex moduli values tested at 250 °C vs angular frequency from 500 to 0.01 rad/s with the amplitude of 1%, and
(c) the related weighted relaxation spectra.

Figure 8. Performance triangle (in terms of notched impact strength,
tensile strength, and crystallization point) between the DSB-blend and
other PLA/biobased (70/30) polymer blends.
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one-pot compounding procedure. We believe that this
interesting approach can be easily extended toward different
kinds of fully biodegradable PLLA-based blends.
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